1. New microspectrophotometric measurements have been made of the photopigments of individual rods and cones from the retina of the rhesus monkey (Macaca mulatta). The measuring beam was passed transversely through isolated outer segments.
INTRODUCTION
It is now more than a decade since the first publication of microspectrophotometric measurements of the photopigments of individual primate rods and cones, but few further measurements have followed the justly celebrated though preliminary reports of Marks, Dobelle & MacNichol (1964) and Brown & Wald (1964) . Initially, since the end-on absorbance of receptors was thought to be very low, microspectrophotometry was carried out with a circular measuring beam passing axially through the outer segment of the receptor. Marks et al. (1964) used a beam 2,m in diameter and reported results from 10 primate cones: a red and a blue J. K. BOWMAKER AND OTHERS human cone and one blue, four green and three red cones from rhesus monkeys. The 'green' and 'red' cones were maximally sensitive at 540 and 577 nm respectively; the Amax. of the human 'blue' cone was 460 nm and that of the rhesus monkey 'blue' cone was 440 nm (we adopt the improper, but convenient, fiction of referring to red, green and blue cones when we mean cones that in fact are maximally sensitive to yellow, green and violet light respectively). The human blue cone absorbed only 0-4 % at maximum, an absorbance of only 0-0017. The peak absorbances of the other cones ranged from 0-013 to 0-027. At about the same time, Brown & Wald (1964) and Wald & Brown (1965) reported axial measurements from two blue, four green and three red human cones as well as from two rods. They obtained difference spectra with Amax. [440] [441] [442] [443] [444] [445] [446] [447] [448] [449] [450] [525] [526] [527] [528] [529] [530] and 555-565 nm. The maximum changes in absorbance ranged from 0 009 to 0.025. For rods the Amax. was 505 nm and the maximum change in absorbance was 0 05.
These early axial recordings suffered from the difficulty of ensuring that the measuring beam passed through the length of the outer segment without passing through neighbouring receptor cells. Given a measuring beam with a diameter of 2,um and cone outer segments with a length of 35,um and a diameter of only 1-2/tm, this problem is unavoidable. Thus axial records could give apparent indications of a mixture of pigments in a single cell, such as a mixture of green-and red-absorbing pigments in single foveal cones. The very low maximum absorbances do indeed suggest that considerable leakage of light did occur. Liebman (1972) reviews the difficulties of interpreting the early microspectrophotometric data and concludes that 'at best, they suggest the existence of three cone pigments in separate cones; the data alone cannot be regarded as accurate to better than 20-30 nm, and published densities cannot be regarded as indications in the least of what exists in the living eye'.
Some of these difficulties of microspectrophotometric measurements can be avoided by recording with a light beam passing transversely through the outer segment. Using a rectangular beam adapted to the shape and size of the outer segment, leakage of light can be largely avoided and it is possible to be certain that only a single outer segment is in the beam. The disadvantage of this method, however, is that the possible path-length is reduced from 30-40 #um to only 1-2 ,tm, and the absorbance per jum is reduced to two thirds because of the dichroism of the visual pigment within the receptor membranes (Schmidt, 1938) . However, the loss of absorbance due to dichroism can be off-set by measuring with light polarized perpendicular to the long axis of the outer segment.
The first published spectrum obtained from such transverse measurements of a primate cone was that of a green cone from a rhesus monkey (Dobelle et al. 1969 ).
They did not determine a precise Amax. but recorded a specific absorbance of 0 008 ,m-1, suggesting an end-on absorbance of 0-28 for a 35 ,sm-long outer segment. Liebman (1972) (1974) . We note in particular that the species used here, Macaca mulatta (rhesus monkey) is shown not to be tritanopic by measurements of increment thresholds (Sperling, Sidley, Dockens & Jolliffe, 1968) .
There is evidence that some visual pigments in solution have a Amax. different from that found when measurements are made in Bitu (Wald & Brown, 1958; Bowmaker, 1973; Bowmaker, Loew & Liebman, 1975) . A further purpose of the present study, therefore, was to compare measurements of rhodopsin made by microspectrophotometry with measurements of a digitonin extract derived from the same group of retinae.
METHODS
The eyes were taken from male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta), ranging in weight from 5 to 12 kg and in age from 6 to 11 years. These animals had served in neuropsychological experiments on learning and cross-modal matching in the Cambridge Psychological Laboratory, after having undergone localized extirpations of non-visual areas of cerebral cortex. Control experiments had shown that their post-operative visual acuity and visual discrimination of objects were normal, although their colour vision had not specifically been tested (for details of lesions and controls, see Petrides, 1977) . The animals were first given a sub-lethal dose of sodium pentobarbitone. To allow dark adaptation to occur, they were then placed in a dimly-lit room with their eyes covered. After 1 hr they were given a lethal dose of sodium pentobarbitone and the eyes were immediately removed, either in dim white light or in the red light of a photographic safe-light. Either immediately or after 30 min at room temperature, the eyes were placed on ice and were taken from Cambridge to Sussex University.
The eyes were maintained on ice in the dark. Measurements typically began within 6 hr of death but retinae were used up to 48 hr after death, with no apparent effect on the experimental results. Each eye was prepared under dim red light ). An equatorial section was made of the globe and the anterior half was removed. Care being taken not to displace the retina, the vitreous was then removed and the eye-cup was placed in ice-cold mammalian Ringer solution, pH 7 1. The fovea was located and a small piece of retina (approximately 1 mm2), which either contained the fovea or came from an area adjacent to the fovea, was then removed. The tissue was placed on a cover slip, teased apart and mounted in the Ringer solution (to which 5 % Dextran had been added) and then squashed under a second, smaller cover slip. The preparation was sealed with paraffin wax and mounted on the microscope stage of the microspectrophotometer.
The microspectrophotometer is of dual-beam design and is similar in most respects to that previously described by Liebman & Entine (1964) and by Liebman (1972) . At the start of each session, the measurement and reference beams were usually adjusted to be 2 x 1 gim, but both 331 were continuously variable and could be further adjusted equally as desired. All measurements were made transversely and to increase the proportion of light absorbed by the dichroic outer segment of the receptor cell, all measurements were made with the e-vector of the measuring beam perpendicular to the long axis of the outer segment. Previous experiments have shown that there is little, if any, difference between 'parallel' and 'perpendicular' measurements of either Amfr. or band width (Bowmaker et al. 1975; Harosi, 1975) . Wave-length calibration of the MSP was carried out using a mercury-cadmium lamp as previously described (Bowmaker et al. 1975 ): wave-lengths given below are accurate to 1 nm.
All lining up of cells was carried out under infra-red illumination. The absorbance spectrum was obtained by scanning from 700 to 400 nm and back to 700 nm, so as to check that no significant bleaching occurred during the recording. The total time for the double scan was about 20 sec. Bleaching of receptors was carried out by passing white light along the measuring beam.
For the analysis of absorbance curves, records were selected that had a relatively high signalto-noise ratio, that is records showing a transverse absorbance of at least 0-015. Transverse absorbances were normally in the range 0-02-0-03, although some large parafoveal cones had transverse absorbances of up to 0 04. The selected records were analysed individually by visually estimating, at 10 nm intervals, points lying midway within the noise band for both the absorbance and baseline traces. The base line value was subtracted from the absorbance curve value and the difference used to compute a normalized point-curve. The Am... was estimated by the method of Dartnall, Lander & Munz (1961) as amplified by Bridges (1967) and involved 10 separate estimates based on the Al nomogram of Dartnall (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1967, p. 584) .
The precision of this analytical method and the reproducibility of absorbance measurements for the MSP have been shown previously (Bowmaker, Loew & Liebman, 1975) . The mean and S.D. of the AM,, and a mean absorbance spectrum for each class of receptor was then determined.
RESULTS
Rods. Absorbance spectra were recorded from a total of twenty-five rod outer segments from four animals. One such record is shown in Fig. 1 (Baumann & Bender, 1973) , both orientated perpendicularly to the long axis of the outer segment.
The outer segments ranged in diameter from 1 to 2-5 jZm and the transverse absorbances ranged from 0-020 to 0 040, giving a specific absorbance of 0-019 + 0-004 um-1 (n = 25). The mean Amax. of the outer segments was 501-9 + 2-7 nm and the mean absorbance curve, determined at 10 nm intervals, is shown in Fig. 2 J. K. BOWMAKER AND OTHERS obtained after a 15 sec bleach with white light. In contrast to the post-bleach spectrum of the rod (Fig. 1, line 2) there is no indication of photoproducts orientated perpendicularly to the long axis of the outer segment. The red cones were similar in diameter to the green and had a specific absorbance of 0O013 + 0O002,um-1.
The mean Amax., determined from the best eighteen records, was 564-5 + 2-5 nm. The mean absorbances at 10 nm intervals are shown in Fig. 4 Table 1 ). The dashed lines are 'running average' curves obtained by averaging the frequencies of cones over three consecutive wave-lengths. Table 1 lists the mean values of Amax. for the red and green cones of individual animals and shows the number of records used in each case: it is apparent that there was no significant variation between the animals.
However, an interesting complication arises from the MSP data on the green cones in that the nineteen records that were analysed to obtain the mean Amax. and absorbance spectrum appear to fall into two distinct groups. In Fig. 6 Retinal extract. A digitonin extract was obtained from the retinal remains from twelve eyes, including those used in the MSP study, that were collected over a period of two weeks and frozen. The extract was divided into three samples, which had maximum absorbances of 0 094 and 0-072 and 0-189. The first sample was bleached for 10 min in the presence of hydroxylamine, using light of wave-lengths longer than 490 nm (Corning filter 3.70): this procedure yielded a difference spectrum with Amax. 498-8 + 1-2 nm. The other two samples, after the addition of hydroxylamine, were partially bleached using a combination of two red filters (Corning 2-63 and 3.66) that effectively cut off light of wave-lengths less than 590 nm. This combination of filters is used routinely (A. Knowles, personal communication) to separate rhodopsin and iso-rhodopsin in flash-bleached extracts of cattle retinae.
The exposure sequence using these filters was 0-5, 0.5, 2, 7 and 20 min, and was followed by a 10 min bleach with yellow light (Corning filter 3.70). The difference spectra obtained from the third sample are shown in Fig. 7, normalized The data for the rhesus reported in the present paper are the most comprehensive so far and give a Amax. for rods of 502 + 2-5 nm (n = 25), with a specific absorbance of 0-019 + 0*004 sum-1. A Amax. of 499 + 1 nm is obtained for the difference spectrum of a digitonin extract in the presence of hydroxylamine. Thus the Amax. in the intact outer segment is at a slightly longer wave-length than that of the pigment in solution. The difference between the two is about 3 nm and is similar to that found for frog rhodopsin (Bowmaker, 1973; Bowmaker et at. 1975 (Knowles, 1976) and in the rod outer segment (Bowmaker & Knowles, 1977) . The shift found for primate rhodopsin is difficult to assess, owing to the low signal-to-noise ratios in MSP studies and to the possible interference by photoproducts, cone pigments and isorhodopsin in measurements of extracts; but prima face the MSP measurements are the most appropriate for psychophysical comparisons.
There is an indication in Table 2 that the rhodopsin of the rhesus monkey has a maximum absorbance at a slightly longer wave-length than that of man: the extract data for man and rhesus give peak absorbances at 494 and 498 nm respectively whereas measurements in situ give 500 and 502 nm respectively. However, the same problems that make it difficult to interpret the hypsochromic shift make it difficult to assess this second discrepancy. Cones. Table 3 summarizes measurements of human and rhesus cone pigments derived from partial bleaching of foveal preparations and from axial and transverse MSP of single cones. In the present study of the rhesus monkey we have recorded from eighty-two cones, forty-two green and forty red, but no blue cones. The values of Amax. for these receptors were 536 + 3-5 and 565 + 2x5 nm respectively. The mean absorbance spectrum for the eighteen best red cones (Fig. 4) is significantly narrower than the nomogram, having a band width at 50 % absorbance of about 3900 cm-' compared with the nomogram's 4150 cm-'. The narrowness of absorbance spectra with maxima at longer wave-lengths appears to be a general characteristic, having 339 J. K. BOWMAKER AND OTHERS been observed in frog (Liebman & Entine, 1968) , turtle (Liebman & Granda, 1971) , and in birds (Bowmaker & Knowles, 1977; Bowmaker, 1977b) . The mean absorbance spectrum of the green cone is, however, very similar in shape to the nomogram. The variation with wave-length of the band width of visual pigments has been reviewed recently by Ebrey & Honig (1977) and if the approximately linear relationship that they propose is correct, then the green cone probably should have a band width closer to 4000 cm-' than to 4150 cm-'. However, owing to the relatively poor signal-to-noise ratio of MSP data from the small outer segments of primate cones, it is possible to estimate a bandwidth only to about + 200 cm-'. Absence of blue-sensitive receptors. Although considerable effort was made in searching for blue cones in areas of the retina both adjacent to and at some distance from the fovea, no structures were observed that contained a blue-absorbing photosensitive pigment. In addition, all structures that could be identified as outer 340 PIGMENTS OF PHOTORECEPTORS IN RHESUS MONKEY 341 segments were found to contain either the green or yellow photosensitive pigment and no outer segments were found from which, because of their small size or because of an absence of pigment, records could not be obtained. However, a number of structures were found that contained a blue-absorbing pigment that was neither photosensitive nor dichroic. Fig. 8 shows records from two such structures that resembled outer segments and that had transverse absorbances of 0-018 and 0-026. The continuous lines in Fig. 8 represent nomogram curves with Amax. = 430 nm, constructed upon baselines drawn by eye through the experimental base lines. Although the shape of neither spectrum conforms to the nomogram shape to the same extent as do the absorbance spectra of the red and green cones, these structures might easily have been misinterpreted as the outer segments of blue cones if the lack of photosensitivity and of dichroism had not been established. In both the cases shown in Fig. 8 , the structure was exposed to light for 60 sec without effect. Our failure to record blue-sensitive outer segments in a sample of eighty-two may have a number of explanations. First, there may indeed be no blue cones. The psychophysically measured blue mechanism may, for example, represent the subtraction of the W4 signal from the rod signal, as proposed by Willmer (1961) . However, this hypothesis has always faced difficulties, notably in the failure of photopic matches at scotopic levels and in the Stiles-Crawford effect shown by the psychophysical blue mechanism (Stiles, 1939) .
Secondly, blue receptors may exist, but our procedure may select against them.
For example, their outer segments might adhere to the pigment epithelium or their dark adaptation might be impaired by the anaesthetic administered to the monkeys before death. The blue mechanism is known to be disproportionately vulnerable to disease or toxins (Verriest, 1974; Adams, Brown, Haegerstrom-Portnoy, Flom & Jones, 1976) , though these may be neural failures rather than pigment loss. However, as stated above, no 'empty' outer segments were found. It is also unlikely that our monkeys were all tritanopic, since they were of different ages and came from different sources.
A third possibility is that the 'artifacts' described above (Fig. 8) are indeed the blue receptors. For example, a 'fixed-filter' hypothesis can be postulated that would suppose a filter in front of a sub-set of, say, the green cones and a subsequent neural subtraction of the signals from filtered and unfiltered receptors. Such a mechanism appears to function in birds to give sensitivity maximal between 420 and 440 nm (Yazulla & Granda, 1973) and it has been suggested (Bowmaker & Knowles, 1977; Bowmaker, 1977b ) that cones containing a long wave-length visual pigment (Amax. 565-570) are divided into two populations, one containing oil droplets that cut off short wave-length light and a second containing clear oil droplets. A second hypothesis in this class would suppose, first, that the blue-sensitive visual pigment has a relatively stable photoproduct with an absorbance spectrum similar to that of the visual pigment and, secondly, that neither pigment is dichroic. A photoproduct with a Amax. at about 445 nm (that can be equated with metarhodopsin III) has been identified in the blue receptor, the so-called green rod, of the frog that contains a P437, though in this receptor both pigments are dichroic (Bowmaker, 1977a) . A third hypothesis could be one in which visual excitation is achieved without bleaching, perhaps by photosensitization. Hypotheses of this type, however, imply that the blue-sensitive mechanism in primates is fundamentally different from that of other vertebrates, for blue receptors containing typical photosensitive pigments based on retinae have been found in fish, amphibians, reptiles and birds.
The fourth, and most likely, possibility is that photosensitive blue cones exist but are rare. The quantum efficiency of the psychophysical blue mechanism is almost 100 times poorer than that of the long wave-length mechanisms (Barlow, 1957) and this would be compatible with a frequency of 0-5 % of all cones, although the over-all quantum efficiency will be in part reduced by the greater pre-retinal absorbance at short wave-lengths. If the frequency of blue cones is as little as 1 %, there is a probability of 0-44 that none would be recorded in a sample of eighty-two, but if the frequency were as high as 10 %, this probability falls to the (very significant) level of 0-00018. The absence of blue cones in our sample of eightytwo suggests that the blue cone population comprises less than 3.5 % of the cone population at the 0-05 probability level.
In the light of our failure to record any blue cones, it is interesting that four of the twenty cones originally reported by Marks et al. (1964) , Brown & Wald (1964) and Wald & Brown (1965) were identified as blue cones. Of the two blue cones reported by Marks et al. that from man had a maximum absorbance of only 0x0017 and neither cone was specifically reported to have been bleachable. Similarly, Liebman (1972) reports only 'some evidence for a pigment Amax. = 440 nm', a 342 PIGMENTS OF PHOTORECEPTORS IN RHESUS MONKEY 343 description that might be applied to our Fig. 8 . On the other hand, the two blue cones reported by Wald & Brown were identified from difference spectra produced by bleaching. However, a problem that can occur with both axial and transverse MSP is that the receptor under investigation can move fractionally so that the measuring beam no longer passes completely through the outer segment. If such a movement were to occur during exposure to light, an apparent loss of a photosensitive pigment would be recorded, though in fact no bleaching had occurred.
ScotopiC sensitivity. The relative spectral sensitivity of rods can be determined from the absorbance spectrum and specific absorbance of the rhodopsin. On the assumption that the rod outer segments are about 25 j#m long and have a specific absorbance of 0-019 Jsm-1, the end-on absorbance of the outer segment will be about 0-475, so that the absorptance spectrum (% of light absorbed) will be considerably broader than the nomogram. A value of 0-475 is higher than recent psychophysical estimates (Zwas & Alpern, 1976 To compare the present data with psychophysically measured scotopic sensitivities, the pigment curve has to be corrected for selective transmission by pre-retinal material such as the lens and vitreous. It would appear that the scotopic sensitivities of macaque and man are very similar (De Valois et al. 1974) and that the values Of Am... for their rhodopsins are also very similar ( Table 2 ), so that it is of interest to correct our macaque rod data with the data for human lens transmission and to compare the result with the CIE scotopic luminosity function.
Measurements of the transmission of the ocular media in man are very variable, owing in part to the age-dependent decrease in transmission of short-wave light by the lens and, when measurements are made of material removed after death, to a post-mortem increase in scattering. It would seem that the best method to determine lens transmission is to compare the spectral sensitivities of normal and aphakic observers (Wald, 1945) . These data show that the transmission of the lens remains uniform for wave-lengths down to about 500 nm, below which it decreases to only about 5-10 % at 400 nm (for a review of transmission by human ocular media see Norren & Vos, 1974) . We have, therefore, used the data from Wyszecki & Stiles, 1967, p. 216) for wave-lengths below 500 nm and have assumed that no selective transmission occurs at longer wave-lengths. A relative scotopic spectral sensitivity determined according to the above considerations is shown in Fig. 9 (filled circles) and compared with the CIE scotopic sensitivity function expressed on a quantum basis. The log relative absorptance values for the rods are listed in Table 4 . Although the maxima agree, the CIE function is considerably narrower than the sensitivity determined from the present data and the discrepancy is difficult to account for. In the past, the narrowness of the CIE curve has been explained by assuming a very low end-on absorbance for the rods of less than 0 1. However, the present data for the specific absorbance of the rhodopsin make this assumption untenable. Even a difference between the Amax.
of rhesus and human rhodopsin of 4 nm ( (Polyak, 1941) and have a specific absorbance of about 0-015 ,tm-1, so having an end-on absorbance of about 0-525. However, in addition to correcting their absorptance spectra for lens transmission, a correction also has to be made for absorption by macular pigment. As with lens transmission, measurements of macular pigment are very variable so that for simplicity we have used the data of Wyszecki & Stiles (1967, p. 219) where the maximum absorbance of the macular is taken as 0 5. As in the case of rods, we have made no lens correction at wavelengths longer than 500 nm, and in this context we note that three of the four observers who served in the determination of the 7T mechanisms of W. S. Stiles (Stiles, 1977) were aged 20-30 yr. Observers of this age show little variation in transmission at wave-lengths above 500 nm (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1967, Figs. 2, 9) .
The relative spectral sensitivity determined for the red cone, Amax. 565 nm, based on the above assumptions, is shown in Fig. 10 (filled circles) and compared with the Stiles T5 function. The fit is extremely good over the entire spectral range measured for the cone pigment (450-630 nm) .
A similar comparison, but of the green cone and the Stiles 7T function, is shown in Fig. 11 . Although the maxima agree, the 7T4 function is slightly narrower than the calculated sensitivity of the green cone. At wave-lengths below 450 nm the discrepancy (about 0-20 log units) may be due, at least to some extent, to an unsatisfactory correction for macular absorbance. The log relative absorptance 344 PIGMENTS OF PHOTORECEPTORS IN RHESUS MONKEY values for the red and green cones used in the comparison with the oT functions are listed in Table 4 . Suggestions have been made (Smith & Pokorny, 1975) The striking comparisons of Figs. 10 and 11 depend upon assumptions about pre-receptoral absorptions and the reader may properly question the particular values we have adopted for these factors. A more secure comparison is provided by Fig. 12 , where we have plotted the ratio of the calculated sensitivities of the green and red cones and compared this with the ratio of the sensitivities of n4 and ir5. This comparison is independent of assumptions about absorption by the ocular media and the macular pigment, provided only that we admit the minimal assumption that pre-receptoral absorption is similar for the two classes of cone. We are still required to assume a value for the end-on density of the cones. Given the disparate sources of the data, Fig. 12 shows a remarkable agreement between the two functions:
for wave-lengths above 470 nm the discrepancy never exceeds 0 1 loglo unit. At 346 J. K. BOWMAKER AND OTHERS short wave-lengths there remains a small but systematic divergence and to account for it we can no longer turn to the macular pigment for a catch-all explanation. It may reflect the influence of photoproducts in the microspectrophotometric measurements. On the assumption that colour vision, at least in terms of the red and green mechanisms, is similar in macaque and man (Norren, 1972; De Valois et al. 1974 
